
Little Few

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Everything was explained in a _________ words.1. few

To leave Irene, his boy, his home, his work-though he did _________
enough work now!
2. little

Very _________ ice was to be seen to the southward, although large fields
of it lay behind us.
3. little

I asked her a _________ moments later.4. few

Fay's _________ satire fell very short of the truth.5. little

Where there is leisure for fiction, there is _________ grief.6. little

Every individual _________ beauty in that amazing row stood on a high
heel!
7. little

A _________ feet away stood a machine.8. few

She was not of a particularly sensitive temperament, and had _________
pride beyond that of vanity.
9. little

We were both silent for a _________ minutes.10. few

Besides Latin, I used to try to teach the cows a _________ poetry, and it
is a very good plan.
11. little

At court it was just the same, and so I had very _________ time to think of
my plans.
12. little

For my own part, I want but _________ money, I hope; and I do not want
to be decent at all, but to be good.
13. little

Indeed, I have had a summer so troubled that I have had _________
leisure and still less inclination to write letters.
14. little

He has _________ time to consecrate to women.15. little
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There was another _________ silence while he contemplated her steadily
with his clear eyes.
16. little

In a _________ moments I was answered.17. few

The war ended a _________ months later.18. few

That evening, Caroline has very _________ milk.19. little

Within a _________ time I had won his confidence to such a degree that
he informed me that the grand wish of his heart was to be possessed of two
hundred thousand pounds.

20. little
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